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Summary

During the past few decades, governments all over the world have shown interest in collecting information on the performance of the activities that they manage directly or oversee in some capacity and using that information to improve the performance of these activities. Despite broad interest in using performance measurement for management and many initiatives to create such systems, empirical evidence on how well such efforts actually work or where they work best remains limited. This report presents a framework for understanding the creation and operation of one type of management system, which we call a performance-based accountability system (PBAS). We introduce a vocabulary for talking about the structure of a PBAS and its relationships to the delivery of some service. Using this framework, the report identifies a set of questions that can structure an empirical inquiry into the use and impact of PBASs and opportunities to improve their performance.

Definition of a Performance-Based Accountability System

We define a PBAS as a mechanism designed to improve performance by inducing individuals or organizations that it oversees to change their behavior in ways that will improve policy outcomes about which the creators of the PBAS care. To do this, the PBAS (1) identifies specifically whose behavior (individuals or groups of individuals in an organization) it wants to change, (2) tailors an incentive structure to encourage these individuals or organizations to change their behavior, and (3) defines a set of performance measures it can use within the incentive structure to determine whether changes in behavior are promoting the PBAS’s goals.

How a Performance-Based Accountability System Changes Service Delivery

After studying PBASs in a variety of sectors, we develop a general framework for describing (1) how a PBAS works in the context of an existing service-delivery activity and (2) what factors affect performance of the PBAS. The framework is organized around four basic sets of relationships that are important to a PBAS:

- the production chain that defines the production relationships relevant to the service of interest
- the traditional government-oversight process that monitors the service-delivery activity of interest in the absence of a PBAS
• the process by which a PBAS is created and updated to motivate enhanced performance in the service-delivery activity of interest
• the government PBAS oversight process that monitors the service-delivery activity following the introduction of a PBAS (and supplements the traditional administrative oversight process).

The fully elaborated framework shows all these elements and describes the connections among them.

**Empirical Questions to Ask When Studying a Performance-Based Accountability System**

The framework also serves as a useful basis for generating analytic questions about the operation and impact of a PBAS in an area of public service. We identify five basic questions (and related subquestions) to ask about the operation and impact of a PBAS. The basic questions are as follows:

• How did the relevant service-delivery activity work before a PBAS existed?
• Why and how did the PBAS come into existence?
• What does the internal design of the PBAS look like?
• How well does the PBAS work?
• What can be done to enhance our understanding of the PBAS and improve its performance?

These five areas of investigation should help structure future analyses of PBASs, expanding our knowledge of what successful PBASs should look like and helping to identify circumstances in which PBASs are most likely to succeed relative to alternative governance structures.
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In the past few decades, private-sector and governmental organizations have become increasingly interested in using formal methods to improve their own performance. In the private sector, quality-based management systems\(^1\) that highlight customer priorities and seek to align production processes to serve those priorities in a more cost-effective manner were initially developed in Japan. They began to spread to American companies in the 1980s, and now they are applied in almost all types of commercial industries and corporate settings through such techniques as lean production and Six Sigma. As interest in privatizing traditionally governmental activities grew in the 1980s, public-sector organizations in a number of English-speaking countries found their own techniques for improving the delivery of public services. Like their commercial counterparts, these techniques increased emphasis on what an activity delivered to its ultimate customer—in this case, members of the general public—and measured the performance of an activity from the outside (focusing on the net value it created) rather than from the inside (focusing on its own priorities). The central ideas behind their approaches have come to be known as new public management. Beginning around 1990, these broad trends hit the United States in a rising tide of local, state, and federal efforts to “reinvent government” that continues to this day. The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (Pub. L. 103-62) (GPRA) became the centerpiece of federal efforts to promote performance-based management.\(^2\)

The application of these approaches continues to grow in the public and private sectors, involving ever more organizations and more activities within these organizations. The growing application of formal quality-based management methods in competitive industries strongly suggests that these methods are having a positive effect—how could firms that apply them continue to prosper in competitive settings if these methods were not worth their cost? But what is the evidence that they improve performance in government settings, in which dif-

---

\(^1\) The glossary provides simple descriptions of the quality-related approaches mentioned in this summary. They share a common theme that production processes, incentive systems, or both must change to increase the cost-effectiveness of activities in achieving an organization’s goals.

\(^2\) The activities affected by public-sector initiatives can exist in the public sector, such as in public schools and government-run health facilities. They can also exist in the private sector, as they do in neighborhood child-care centers and for-profit or not-for-profit hospitals. These activities can provide service directly to a government agency, such as a highway construction contractor, or to a private-sector user who pays for at least some portion of the cost of the activity for which public funds partially pay, such as a user of public transit. For descriptions of government agency efforts to improve the performance of the activities they manage or oversee, see Abramson and Kamensky (2001); Brudney, Hebert, and Wright (1999); Burgess and Metcalfe (1999); Ferlie (1998); Kettl (1998); Kettl and Delulio (1995); Lynn (2006); Moon and deLeon (2001); Moynihan (2006); National Academy of Public Administration and Financial Accounting Foundation (1997); Osborne and Gaebler (1993); Poister and Streib (1999); Radin (2003); Sterck (2007); Thompson (2002); and Wang (2002).
Different activities occur and very different economic and social factors shape decisionmaking in these activities? In addition, to provide helpful information to public-sector policymakers, researchers would like to know what empirical evidence exists on factors that appear to induce governments to apply these formal methods, which specific methods governments prefer in various situations, how these methods change the organization of and distribution of roles and responsibilities within government activities, and how the methods affect the performance of these government activities.

This report provides an analytic framework for a research study that seeks to answer these questions with respect to one particular method for inducing improvements in governmental activity, a performance-based accountability system, or PBAS. In the simplest form of performance-based management, policymakers monitor the performance of service activities of interest to them and use information on the performance of these activities to improve their provision of services. In what we call a PBAS, policymakers explicitly tie performance measures to incentive structures that they then exploit to promote performance improvements.

For example, in the case in which government controls the delivery of the service, policymakers can directly reward good providers of services and sanction bad providers by tying things about which they care to their realized performance. These incentives might be the income or opportunities of the owners, managers, or employees of organizations that provide services or the budget, authority, or freedom from outside interference of these organizations. For example, a transportation agency can pay a highway contractor more for completing repairs more rapidly. A school district can require schools that perform poorly to make management changes that better-performing schools do not have to make.

Alternatively, in the case in which government is not the provider of the service, policymakers might publicize the identity of high-performing organizations (e.g., child-care providers) to encourage users to seek their services. This approach simultaneously improves the services made available to users by directing them to the best providers and, presumably, rewards the providers with higher demand (as well as the honors, revenues, personal benefits and compensation, and expanded authority that higher demand brings). Publicizing the performance ratings of child-care centers presumably helps match customers to the kinds of providers they seek and helps higher-quality providers justify fees or public support for the higher level of service that they provide.

Policymakers considering the use of PBASs would benefit from answers to a number of questions? How common are PBASs? When and where are they most likely to arise? What do they look like? How well do they work? What lessons can be learned from one PBAS about how to structure another or about how well another might work? Remarkably little formal empirical evidence is available to answer many of these questions.

This report is one product of a research effort to gather readily available empirical information to answer these questions. It presents an analytic framework that we applied to collect and document information on the role, structure, and behavior of PBASs in five sectors: child care, education, health care, public health emergency preparedness (PHEP), and transportation. Chapter Two presents our understanding of the key elements of a PBAS and the factors that are relevant to how the PBAS works. Chapter Three uses the material in Chapter Two to identify more specific and focused questions that helped us organize the empirical information we collected on PBASs in the five sectors. The questions focus inquiry on why these PBASs appeared where they did, why they look the way they do, how they work, and how well they
work. Chapter Four briefly recaps the material discussed here, and an appendix summarizes the key elements of a PBAS in one table.

A companion monograph (Stecher et al., 2010) presents the results of our analysis of PBASs in these five sectors. It explains what PBASs look like in each of these sectors, focusing mainly on experience in the United States. It then looks across these five sectors, using information from each sector to identify insights that hold across the sectors. These insights clarify the role, design, behavior, and performance of PBASs; suggest ways to improve their design and performance; and point to areas in which additional formal empirical analysis could expand our understanding of the role, design, behavior, and, ultimately, the performance of PBASs as a management tool available to government policymakers.
This chapter describes a simple analytic framework that provides a common vocabulary that can be used to analyze (1) how a PBAS works in the context of an existing service-delivery activity and (2) what factors affect performance of the PBAS. The framework is organized around four basic sets of relationships that are important to a PBAS:

- the production chain that defines the production relationships relevant to the service of interest
- the traditional government-oversight process that monitors the service-delivery activity of interest in the absence of a PBAS
- the process by which a PBAS is created and updated to motivate enhanced performance in the service-delivery activity of interest
- the government PBAS oversight process that monitors the service-delivery activity following the introduction of a PBAS (and supplements the traditional administrative oversight process).¹

This chapter describes each of these sets of relationships in turn and then shows how they all relate to one other. The appendix inventories the key elements and relationships discussed here in a single table.

**The Production Chain**

In our framework, a *service-delivery activity* transforms *inputs* into *outputs*. In principle, it is feasible to observe inputs going directly into the activity and outputs coming directly out of it. The outputs are valued because they ultimately lead to outcomes about which policymakers, taxpayers, and citizens care.² A *production chain* defines prevailing beliefs about the end-to-end

---

¹ Nongovernmental activities sustain some PBASs that we examine in the health-care policy domain. This framework treats them as though they are acting in a governmental capacity. The framework accommodates such nongovernmental activities without difficulty, but we must keep in mind that they operate in very different environments from governmental sponsors of PBASs, facing different opportunities and constraints. The discussion in this chapter attempts to highlight such differences when they appear to be important.

² Such a structure might be called a production function in the economic literature, a process map in the engineering literature, or a logic model in the program-evaluation literature. An economic production function explains how a process transforms one set of goods or services into another. A logic model is a plausible and sensible model of how a program will work under certain environmental conditions. The constituent elements of a logic model are resources, activities, outputs, and short-, intermediate-, and longer-term outcomes. Some users add, as we do here, customers served and relevant external
set of processes and relationships that transform inputs into outputs and then translates outputs and their production into outcomes. Figure 2.1 displays such a chain. **Inputs** (box IN)\(^3\) include variable resources, such as money, material inputs, contract labor, leased assets, and perishable information, and the services of fixed assets, such as buildings, equipment, information systems, long-term employees, and concepts of operations.

A **service-delivery activity** (box SD) combines such inputs to produce **outputs**. Service-delivery activities include such things as delivering education, providing health care, offering child care, and developing and maintaining infrastructure; service-delivery activities also include the provision of information relevant to public or private activities; the creation of such capabilities as emergency preparedness; and investment activities, such as research and development or construction of public housing. For our analysis, we define outputs to be products that we can clearly associate with a service-delivery activity. For example, we can observe numbers of graduates, vaccinated children, repaired roads, or people trained for emergency response (box OP).

Citizens, taxpayers, and policymakers are usually more interested in long-term **outcomes** (box OC) that might ultimately result from an activity than in its specific outputs. For example, the public desires educated adults with useful skills and a sense of civic and personal responsibility; test scores and graduation rates are indicators of progress toward this goal. Similarly, child-vaccination rates provide one indication that we might be raising the quality of health in the population as a whole. The public desires a functioning transportation grid that gets people where they want to go cost-effectively, and one step toward that outcome is having contextual influences. A logic model helps translate findings from evaluation and measurement into a performance story. In our setting, this story has direct and immediate implications for a service-delivery activity in the form of rewards and sanctions, discussed later in this chapter. In addition, the process of developing the logic model can help bring people together within an organization to build a shared understanding of the program and program performance. Internally, it can help program staff gain a common understanding of how the program works and their responsibilities to make it work. It can also help to communicate information about the program to parties outside. Recent articles on logic modeling, with useful references, include Gasper (2000) and McLaughlin and Jordan (2004).

\(^3\) The letters on the boxes on Figures 2.1 through 2.4 are chosen to correspond to the boxes in Figure 2.5, which brings them all together as parts of one system. The letters in themselves have no significance; they are chosen to capture the implicit sequence of events that occur when all elements of the system work together.
roads that are kept properly repaired. Having people trained to respond to emergencies is less important than effective response when emergencies occur. By definition, we distinguish outputs from outcomes in the following way. We can easily link outputs to a service-delivery activity. We can easily link outcomes to things about which citizens, taxpayers, and policymakers care. Although this distinction is clear in theory, a bright line rarely distinguishes these two concepts. However, because these two concepts are important to our analysis in different ways, we draw a clear distinction.4

It is common for the observable outputs that we value (because we believe that they ultimately lead to valuable outcomes) also to be accompanied by unintended consequences (also included in box OP). Vaccinations that protect most children might unavoidably injure a small fraction of those vaccinated. Road repairs inevitably create traffic disruptions while they occur. Emergency training in public spaces can create anxiety that does not prepare the general public well for real emergencies. Thus, unintended consequences are also products of service-delivery activities. Unintended consequences can occur as outcomes, as well. For example, overprescription of antibiotics—a current health-care output—can promote the development of bacteria resistant to these antibiotics and reduce the health status in the future of populations that might have used this antibiotic—a future health-care outcome.

Finally, there are factors external to the process that influence it but are beyond the control of any actor in the production chain (box EX). These external factors can affect inputs, service delivery, and outcomes. For example, unexpected budget shortfalls can limit the resources available to pay for inputs to any activity. Steel might be required to build bridges, but its availability might fall or its cost might increase because of economic activities on the other side of the world. A drug critical to the treatment of patients during an epidemic might unexpectedly become unavailable because a failure in the one plant that produces this drug suddenly leads to the decertification of that plant as a source. Similarly, a shift in the demographics of a user population in a particular area can change the effectiveness of education or child-care services delivered there. For example, an increase in the proportion of families with limited English proficiency can increase the need for basic literacy services as part of child care or education.

External factors can also affect the relationship between outputs and outcomes (box OC). For example, effective response to emergencies depends on having the right response capacity in the right location. If tornadoes and hurricanes occur at unexpected times or in unexpected places, responsiveness will fall, even if traditional preparation appeared to be excellent. A bit more subtly, an unexpectedly deep recession can reduce the employment rate and access to higher education for recent high-school graduates, no matter how well they were educated in high school.

Figure 2.1 captures all such effects as external factors that are beyond the control of the service-delivery activity itself.5

---

4 This distinction departs somewhat from that which many evaluation specialists use when building logic models. They often refer to the things we call outputs as intermediate outcomes so that evaluators can give service activities credit for positively affecting outcomes that the activities are confident they can affect and for which they are comfortable about being held accountable. For example, see Hatry (1999) and McLaughlin and Jordan (2004). Because we focus so directly on incentivizing performance measures, we want to highlight the distinction between measures of things that service activities comfortably affect—in our parlance, outputs that we can observe, measure, and link confidently to the specific service activities that produce them—and outcomes, which we cannot link confidently to specific service activities but which are the performance entities that really interest policymakers.

5 Figure 2.1 does not show where the government fits in the production chain. That will become apparent later.
Operating a Service-Delivery Activity Under Traditional Government Administrative Oversight

The discussion of the production chain in Figure 2.1 omits any human actors. Real service-delivery activities involve human decisionmakers at every stage in the production chain. In the public-service areas we are studying, government administrative oversight attempts to influence these human actors to produce the desired outputs and outcomes, whether the service-delivery activities in question are operated inside or outside the government. If an activity operates inside the government, governmental administrative oversight can apply all the tools of governance available within a public-sector hierarchy. If the activity operates outside the government, government administrative oversight is constrained to arm’s-length tools, such as contracts, regulation, and taxation. Figure 2.2 offers a simplified depiction of how either approach to influencing the service activity occurs under traditional government oversight.

The government agency that oversees the service-delivery activity has an explicit or implicit set of goals (box GO). These goals help administrators develop and execute a plan for oversight, which they execute during some cycle—for example, a budget year (box TO). Of course, neither plans nor execution is error free, both because of human failures and because of external factors. The same set of external factors discussed in the production chain operates

---

6 These human decisionmakers, of course, are present and influential in the production chain whether or not the government has any particular interest in the chain. We focus on circumstances in which the government does have an interest and uses a PBAS to affect the behavior of these decisionmakers.

7 A more detailed discussion continues later in this chapter.
here (box EX). For example, changes in government priorities elsewhere might lead oversight officials here to change their planned distribution of funds to various service-delivery activities.

The government administrative oversight agency can deliver two things to the service-delivery activity: the inputs needed to operate and a set of arrangements to motivate the service-delivery activity to operate as the government agency wants it to. These arrangements can include tangible and precise rules and regulations, such as requirements regarding safety, acquisition, hiring, environmental performance, and production quotas. It can include professional standards and codes of ethics. It can include standard operating procedures and time-worn official truisms that hardly register in people’s minds, even as they shape behavior. It can include charismatic leadership and moral suasion. Where an administrative oversight system is loosely coupled, as in education, these channels of influence can be quite diffuse, allowing considerable autonomy. Even where the oversight system is tighter, as in highway construction contracting, there is still a fair amount of autonomy with respect to the process of service delivery. In addition to any direct motivational input that might come from the oversight agency, the government’s goals might in themselves command the respect of decisionmakers within the service-delivery activity and so influence them via moral suasion (via arrow GO->SD). Staff in the service-delivery activity act on the guidance they have received and use it to decide how to transform the inputs into outputs (box SD).

Government administrative overseers monitor ongoing performance in the service-delivery activity, including the outputs produced (arrows TO<-->SD and OP->TO). If service delivery occurs as planned over the cycle of oversight, they might do little to deviate from the plan. If service delivery does not meet expectations (either because external factors intervene or because behavior within the service-delivery activity differs from what is needed to produce desired outputs), the administrative overseers might change the flow of resources to the activity (arrow TO->IN). They might withdraw resources if the resources are needed more elsewhere: They might add resources to cover a shortfall in service delivery. They might provide technical assistance to correct failures in service delivery. Or they might invest to correct unexpected equipment failures or to exploit unanticipated opportunities. In sum, during the cycle of oversight, administrative overseers can interact actively with the service-delivery activity.

In addition to these administrative relationships, the users of the service being delivered express their preferences about service—either directly in terms of demand for the service or indirectly in terms of public expressions about it, suggestions for changes, or other feedback (box SU). Depending on the incentives that they perceive, staff in the service-delivery activity can react to the input from users in many ways. For example, if the service-delivery activity is a profit center and its revenues flow primarily from sales to users, the activity is likely to be quite responsive to expressed user demand. If the activity receives revenues that do not depend on user demand, it might be less responsive.

At the end of the cycle of oversight, the administrative overseers compile their observations related to boxes SD and OP. The observations might relate to how the service-delivery activity ran during the period and to outputs and unintended consequences. The former might include observations about efficiency, compliance with safety or environmental regulations, appropriate maintenance of long-lived assets, completion of mandatory training, or simply the level of effort of personnel in the activity.

The administrative overseers use the information they have compiled as a basis for rewards or sanctions for the individuals or organizations associated with the service-delivery activity (box RS). In traditional oversight, rewards and sanctions can take the form of changes in
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budget or other inputs to the activity, changes in roles and responsibilities of the provider organization, or changes in monetary compensation, responsibilities, access to training, and so on for individuals (arrow TO->RS). Presumably, the rewards or sanctions affect the behavior of the organizations and individuals in the service delivery in the next oversight cycles (arrow RS->SD).

Creating and Updating a Performance-Based Accountability System

If policymakers are not content with outputs or outcomes achieved using traditional oversight (Figure 2.3), they might choose to adopt a PBAS to give greater emphasis to quantity, quality, or cost of outputs when determining rewards and sanctions; to link rewards and sanctions more explicitly to measured performance; or to increase the discretion of staff in service-delivery activities in exchange for increased emphasis on results.8 The policymakers who create a PBAS can exist at different administrative levels for different kinds of PBASs (box PM). They might be members of Congress concerned about how to allocate federal resources to state and local emergency preparedness activities. Or they might be high-level bureaucrats in a city agency responsible for the maintenance of subway stations. The only requirement is that they have the authority to set high-level policy goals and to create rules and regulations that influence the activity. As they create the rules and regulations of a PBAS, political pressures, their own altruistic impulses, or their own self-interests can potentially shape their decisions.

Figure 2.3 illustrates how such policymakers create or update a PBAS. The policymakers consider inputs of three kinds as they proceed: information from constituents, information about how the service-delivery activity of interest operates, and information on the quantity, quality, or cost of outputs that the activity generates.

Information from Constituents

Our review of PBAS formation in five sectors suggests that PBASs often originate as part of a political process that raises concerns relevant to the service-delivery activity in question. This process is likely to continue to shape high-level policy relevant to the PBAS as the PBAS operates. A wide range of constituents might be relevant. We highlight two groups: (1) individuals and organizations that use the outputs of the service-delivery activity (box SU) and (2) individuals and organizations that directly or indirectly provide the service-delivery activity itself (box SD).9 For example, drivers heavily dependent on a highway experiencing heavy repairs might complain about traffic delays to their city government. Administrators might respond by using a PBAS to speed construction work on the highway. Companies with experience speeding construction work—e.g., working through the night, coordinating inspections, aligning

---

8 Policymakers might adopt a PBAS for other reasons—for example, because someone else requires them to or because adopting a PBAS gives them some intrinsic value, such as feeling like they are part of a broader movement that they value for some reason. The model offered here provides a nominal baseline that, at least in principle, supports empirical testing to detect such alternative motivations if they are present.

9 Other constituents might well play important roles. For example, citizens seeking “better government” might advocate the use of PBASs. As important as such constituents might be, parties closer to an activity directly affected by a PBAS have a greater stake in how the PBASs are designed and operated. We expect them to play the largest roles in the initial design and ongoing updating of these oversight mechanisms. If evidence becomes available to reject this expectation, we will adjust the framework.
suppliers—might petition a city government to use a PBAS so that they will be more likely to win any competition. Users of child care might petition their legislators to implement a PBAS that requires all child-care providers to provide certain information in a standard form that the users can then use to choose among providers. High-quality providers of child care might petition their legislators to have government programs that pay for child care adopt PBASs that pay more for higher-quality child care.

Information About How the Service-Delivery Activity of Interest Operates
Information in box SD would initially come from standard administrative information systems or special evaluations. In education, for example, this might involve class sizes, certification levels for teachers in various subjects, levels of satisfaction among staff, conditions of school infrastructure, or availability of computers. Once a PBAS is in place, it could generate additional information that policymakers can use to modify the PBAS in the future.

Information on the Quantity, Quality, or Cost of Outputs That the Activity Delivers
Again, information in box OP would initially come from standard administrative information systems or special evaluations. Stand-alone evaluations could provide information on intended and unintended consequences. In education, the information might include test scores, such as Regents Examinations or tests prescribed to implement the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (Pub. L. 107-110) (NCLB); the number of graduates or graduation rates in different pro-
grams (e.g., college-bound or vocational); the number of students with special awards, such as National Merit Scholarships; or the number of students going on to college. The information might be broken down in terms of the demographic characteristics of students, such as race, gender, or home location. Again, a PBAS can also provide supplemental information for future review. Policymakers collect information from these sources, weigh options, and ultimately choose policies, which might include a PBAS.

When they create a PBAS, we expect policymakers to do at least two things. First, they identify **high-level outcome goals** relevant to the service-delivery activity (box GO). Initially, they are likely to endorse broad goals reflecting the kinds of outputs they would like the system to support in the future. At some point, policymakers need to develop proximate performance measures that they can tie more directly to the activities overseen by the PBAS. Despite the preferences of some policymakers for operating at the level of outcomes, the PBAS will not be able to measure outcomes until well after the fact, and, even then, many external factors can affect how the outputs of a service-delivery activity are ultimately transformed into outcomes. Often, agency heads or administrative staff play a role in specifying specific measurable results. For example, a transportation department might highlight average commute times on major arteries during rush hours. An office overseeing education might highlight the percentage of high-school graduates who are gainfully employed or continuing their education six months following graduation. An office overseeing health care might highlight the level of satisfaction of patients treated in hospitals a year following their treatment.

Second, policymakers create a structure for the operation of the PBAS (box PS). The PBAS structure defines the rules and guidelines that will apply during each period of accountability. During a period of accountability, PBAS administrative overseers apply the rules and guidelines to link the activity’s performance to specific rewards and sanctions defined by the PBAS structure. The arrow GO->PS shows that the goals can potentially frame the plan and, in particular, the specific types of metrics chosen to measure performance in the plan.

The PBAS structure includes four kinds of rules and guidelines. First, the structure defines what information the PBAS will collect on the performance of the service-delivery activity. It defines this information in terms of specific performance metrics (box PS.1). A performance metric captures an element of performance that can, in principle, be monitored using a qualitative or quantitative measure. For example, a relevant metric might be the change in commute times on urban freeways during the period of accountability.

---

10 We distinguish a period of accountability under a PBAS from the cycle relevant to traditional oversight to allow for the possibility that the PBAS period of accountability is different from the traditional cycle. For example, in the U.S. federal government, traditional oversight operates in the context of a complex fiscal system that treats a fiscal year—the period of October one year through September in the next year—as the operational cycle relevant to oversight. Resources are programmed and budgeted for such a fiscal year, executed through the course of that year and, in principle, evaluated afterward to determine whether the resources yielded what was expected. A federal PBAS might operate on the same cycle. Or it could use a three-month or four-month period of accountability instead. Whatever the cycles and periods of accountability are under traditional and PBAS oversight, effective oversight under a PBAS will benefit from effective integration of the two.

11 Suppose a nongovernmental activity creates a PBAS to generate a scorecard. In this case, the leaders of this activity play the role of policymakers (box PM). They collect inputs from their constituents (potentially, boxes SU and SD) and their information sources on service providers (box SD) and service outputs (box OP). They draw up their own goals (box GO) and plan for the structure of a PBAS (box PS). As they define the structure of the PBAS, they cannot directly change any government policies or practices (box PS), but they are likely to consider how they want their PBAS to interact with ongoing government activities (box TO) that affect the service-delivery activity of interest.
Second, the PBAS defines a way to collect information on this metric (box PS.2). It defines one or more *measures*—quantitative or qualitative variables that the PBAS can use to track performance on any metric of interest or against any target of interest. An appropriate measure for urban commute time might be the median commute time in the city during a diurnal period corrected for predictable seasonal effects and other factors, such as scheduled construction. It then defines a *method of measurement* that defines how the PBAS will collect and refine data on any measure and how the PBAS will ensure the integrity of these data. The method of measurement for median commute time might be a formal monthly survey of 1,000 persons who commuted during the diurnal period for the entire previous month.

Third, the PBAS structure includes a process for transforming the values collected on performance metrics into appropriate rewards or sanctions associated with performance during the period of accountability. This process defines the *incentive structure* for the PBAS (box PS.3). Such a structure can define rewards and sanctions for organizations or individuals. For example, it might expand the budget or roles and responsibilities of an organization that performs well as a service-delivery activity. Or, if the organization primarily sells its services to private users, the structure might reward good performance by publicizing information on that performance and thereby increasing demand for the organization’s output. Alternatively, it might reward key staff in that activity with bonuses, promotions, new job or training opportunities, or special awards of recognition.

Finally, the PBAS has its own oversight structure (box PO), which assigns the rewards and sanctions. The process defined by the incentive structure might apply detailed, fixed formulas to choose appropriate rewards or sanctions. Or it might leave a great deal of discretion in the hands of PBAS administrative overseers to choose rewards or sanctions that they believe, in their subjective judgment, are appropriate.

The PBAS oversight structure must contend with the traditional administrative oversight structure (arrow PO<->TO). One goal would be to *adjust elements of the administrative oversight and incentive structure* in place before the PBAS was introduced to ensure that the PBAS is effectively integrated with traditional government oversight of the service-delivery activity. For example, it might be important to adjust the mechanisms used in the past to choose budgets and roles and responsibilities for organizations and raises, promotions, training opportunities, and so on for individuals. Somehow, it must coordinate resource flows relevant to the PBAS with resource flows that previously provided funds, personnel, and so on for the service-delivery activity.

As part of the process of implementing a PBAS, policymakers might choose to train individuals on how to apply a PBAS and how to respond to one when it is applied. They might choose to use a communication plan to encourage individuals and organizations to apply and respond to the PBAS properly. Someone has to pay for such supporting activities. More broadly, the effects of a PBAS depend heavily on the degree to which the roles and responsibilities within that activity are expanded to give staff greater authority to shape the activity. This can occur only if traditional roles and responsibilities change. And a government agency might

---

12 Like van Helden and Tillema (2005), we distinguish measures of performance, captured by the performance metrics described earlier, from incentive structures, which describe the channels through which changes in performance metrics affect the immediate well-being of specific individuals and activities within an organization, which we characterize as rewards and sanctions. A PBAS must have both to improve behavior within any specific institutional setting.
introduce a PBAS as part of a broader plan to add technical assistance and new equipment or production processes for a service-delivery activity.

The effects of a PBAS ultimately depend on how well the government coordinates all of the changes in box PS with traditional administrative activities that the government continues to use to oversee the service-delivery activity in question (box TO). Even with no changes in standard administrative systems, new metrics and incentives could easily disrupt government oversight of a service-delivery activity. Coordination is a challenge for any PBAS and more challenging as the PBAS changes the basic mechanisms employed in traditional administrative oversight. As more mechanisms change, the potential for competing mechanisms to work at cross-purposes rises.

We expect the degree of detail in the plan that defines the structure of a PBAS to differ from one PBAS to the next. For example, it seems reasonable to expect a plan to be refined within a hierarchical planning activity, becoming increasingly detailed as it moves to lower levels, closer to the relevant service-delivery activities. This might occur, for example, as a PBAS plan was defined at a federal, then a state, and finally a city or county level. And it seems reasonable to expect that, at lower levels in a hierarchical plan, some versions of the plan will be more detailed than others. We expect the degree of detail to grow dramatically as we move from the high-level structure that such a hierarchy creates for a PBAS to the operation of that structure over a period of accountability, which we discuss in the next section.

Policymakers are also the ones who update or revise a PBAS over time. Policymakers can observe what results from the application of the PBAS and can adjust the PBAS over time in response. They can use a broad range of formal or informal mechanisms to close the loop between realized performance and the structure of the PBAS that affects this performance. Once a PBAS is in place, such feedback can occur when information flows, by whatever means, upward to policymakers from the PBAS oversight activity (box PO), the service-delivery activity (box SD), and its outputs and unintended consequences (box OP). For example, a PBAS could monitor and report on the hours served by doctors in training, allowing policymakers to ask whether the PBAS needs to address the number of hours. It can monitor and report on the utilization rates for facilities and numbers of serious infections contracted by patients during in-patient care. It can monitor and report on the number of patients served by various departments of the hospital and satisfaction rates for those patients.13 It can monitor how much it costs to run the PBAS itself. A closed-loop oversight mechanism helps the policymakers ensure that the PBAS is not encouraging behavior in the service-delivery activity that was not intended and is yielding the outputs that were intended. It can also give the policymakers information that they can use to address petitions from interested constituents—to verify that their requests are compatible with the facts available about the service-delivery activity and its outputs and to document benefits from the PBAS relevant to these constituents.14

---

13 Figure 2.3 expresses these feedbacks as information flows directly from the service-delivery activity to policymakers, along arrows SD->PM and OP->PM. These would flow, of course through channels within the PBAS once it was in place. For simplicity, we do not show such detail in Figure 2.3. Our intent here is to highlight the access policymakers have to information on ongoing operations associated with the service-delivery activity.

14 Note that, in Figure 2.2, we can interpret policymakers as transforming inputs from constituents, a service-delivery activity, and its outputs and unintended consequences into a set of high-level outcome goals and a concrete PBAS plan. That is, the logic map in Figure 2.2 is completely analogous to that in Figure 2.1. Only the transformation activity, and the inputs and outputs associated with it, differ.
Operating a Performance-Based Accountability System During a Period of Accountability

With a PBAS structure in hand, the government can now oversee a service-delivery activity in a different way. Figure 2.4 builds on Figure 2.2 by adding the PBAS and adjusting other boxes to reflect how responsibilities and actions in these boxes are likely to change in the presence of a PBAS.

The introduction of a PBAS changes the relative importance assigned to traditional goals and PBAS-specific outcome goals. Under traditional arrangements, service-delivery agencies can often focus on the outputs they think are most important and pay less attention to the broader goals. In such a traditional environment, the formal goals can come to serve a rhetorical role, much like that in the preamble of a regulation or law. They express high-level values without explaining how they will affect real decisions. A PBAS seeks to take any statement of goals out of the preamble and integrate it fully into the operational language of oversight. It also seeks to make any statement of goals more outcome-oriented, moving an agency to view itself as a vehicle for pursuing goals outside and beyond itself. Making goals both more operationally meaningful and more outcome-oriented requires a careful balancing act.

As noted previously, goals influence the design of the structure of a PBAS (arrow GO->PS)—i.e., the rules and guidelines applied by PBAS administrative overseers during the subsequent period of accountability. To the extent that the goals of the offices with
this direct oversight responsibility under the PBAS are well aligned with those of the policy-makers that created and updated the PBAS, these direct overseers will implement the PBAS as it was intended (box PO). However, there are many reasons that this oversight might not occur as policymakers had envisioned. External factors can require departures from the initial plan for the structure of the PBAS (box EX). And if the PBAS overseers do not share the values of policymakers who created and updated the plan, implementation can depart still further from what planners anticipated. Many years of policy analysis have cautioned us that it takes great energy and discipline to translate high-level policy ideas into concrete programs administered in specific locations. As big ideas migrate down within and across organizations, the local constituencies enlisted to implement them might interpret them differently. Even if they do understand them the same way, implementers might bring local resources and values to bear in ways that change the initiative envisioned above them. In some cases, implementers can seize a new opportunity for change to move the organization in a direction that is more consistent with the values in the local setting, regardless of what high-level leaders prefer.

The new set of goals for the PBAS will also affect the government’s approach to traditional administrative oversight activities that continue alongside the PBAS (box TO).

At the beginning of the period of accountability, both PBAS administrative overseers and traditional administrative overseers convey information on the incentive structures to the service-delivery activity (arrows TO->SD and PO->SD). Overseers responsible for the implementation of the PBAS structure (box PO) can work with those responsible for traditional administrative oversight (box TO), including those responsible for delivering resources to the service-delivery activity and those responsible for motivating performance in that activity through traditional communication programs, moral suasion, standard operating procedures and rules, and so on. As before the PBAS, public information about the goals for the activity itself flowing outside the boundaries of the formal PBAS oversight arrangements might provide moral suasion to the service-delivery activity beyond that flowing through formal PBAS administrative oversight channels (via arrow GO->SD). For example, professional standards that teachers absorb from their long association with a school system and their colleagues can potentially encourage them to work hard to improve student learning regardless of formal incentives based on test scores.

In principle, one oversight office could perform both oversight functions; direct PBAS oversight would simply be one part of a well-integrated oversight activity that includes all direct oversight activities. When one integrated office does not exist, the service-delivery activity can easily find itself subject to conflicting goals and oversight. For example, the traditional oversight office might not adjust its rules to give the service-delivery activity discretion to make any improvements that the PBAS oversight office seeks to induce. Alternatively, the traditional oversight office might not change its career-management policies in practice in ways that allow the PBAS to reward good performers and sanction bad performers.

15 For example, when a customer uses technical services, the provider of those services typically understands more about how the services support the customer than the customer does. When this is true, the customer often allows a technical specialist to define what performance means for the customer. It is easy for the technical specialist to emphasize metrics it understands rather than metrics relevant to its customer. It should not be surprising if we observed this occurring as PBASs are implemented.

16 See, for example, Bardach (1979), W. Williams (1980), and the RAND studies by Paul Berman and Milbrey McLaughlin from the 1970s. Berman and McLaughlin (1975, 1978) and Berman et al. (1977) are illustrative.
Both PBAS overseers and traditional administrative overseers monitor ongoing performance in the service-delivery activity (arrows SD->TO, SD->PO, OP->TO, and OP->PO). As before the PBAS, overseers can respond to what they observe, interacting actively with the service-delivery activity. How the activity runs and the outputs that result will still almost inevitably bring responses from traditional and PBAS direct overseers, tying the decisions of the overseers to the level of performance in the activity during any period of performance.

At the end of the period of accountability, the PBAS and traditional overseers collect the values of metrics relevant to the incentive structure (again, arrows SD->TO, SD->PO, OP->TO, and OP->PO). The information could be quite similar to that collected before the PBAS, but relative emphasis should shift from process metrics to metrics that measure the quantity, quality, and cost of outputs.

The overseers then use the processes defined in the PBAS plan and traditional arrangements to transform information on these metrics into rewards or sanctions for those associated with the service-delivery activity (box RS). Ideally, the PBAS plan and traditional arrangements are tailored so that they complement one another. But this need not be the case. For example, traditional arrangements might dictate exactly what a teacher teaches every day and dictate that the teacher’s compensation is based solely on time in service. If those arrangements remain in place, the teacher is limited in his or her ability and motivation to respond to a new PBAS. Nonetheless, even in the absence of any coordination, overseers use the processes defined in the PBAS plan and traditional arrangements to transform information on metrics into rewards or sanctions. These rewards and sanctions can now take one of two forms. The most direct is similar to that described for traditional oversight. It entails changes in budget or roles and responsibilities to a service-delivery activity or changes in monetary compensation, responsibilities, access to training, and so on for individuals (arrows TO->RS and PO->RS).

Alternatively, the overseers can publicize information on the service-delivery activity’s level of performance (arrow PO->SU). A PBAS can use this channel when it attempts to change behavior in service-delivery activities with outputs that private-sector users buy. For example, the government might seek to affect behavior in child-care centers or hospitals by collecting and publicizing information about performance in these activities. When a service-delivery activity lies outside the government, all inputs and outputs might also lie outside the government. But the government presumably pursues a PBAS because it cares about specific outcomes that it expects to flow from some service-delivery activity.

Information provided by a PBAS will presumably reward good performers with higher demand and poor performers with lower demand. An increase in demand that increases a firm’s salable output (box OP) typically increases the firm’s profits, generating an effective reward (arrow OP->RS). Conversely, a reduction in demand that leads to a reduction in salable output reduces the firm’s ability to cover fixed costs and so reduces profits, effectively sanctioning the firm.

As noted earlier, a PBAS can be designed to collect information from boxes SD and OP for longer-term evaluation of the PBAS itself through a feedback loop that could allow policymakers to adjust the PBAS plan from one period of accountability to the next.
The Total System

The items and relationships shown in Figures 2.1 through 2.4 are, in fact, subsystems of a larger system comprising a PBAS and the environment in which it operates. Figure 2.5 brings these sets of items and relationships together, all in one place. Here is a very brief overview of the items most important to understanding how a PBAS works and their relationships to one another.

- A service-delivery activity (box SD), such as a school or public health office, transforms inputs (box IN), such as dollars or labor hours, into outputs (box OP), such as high-school graduates or contingency plans for epidemics. These outputs and the way the service-delivery activity produces them can affect long-term outcomes (box OC), such as an educated and healthy citizenry, relevant to policymaker goals (box GO), such as increasing the knowledge and understanding of voters.
- When the service-delivery activity lies inside the government, such as a public school, traditional administrative government oversight (box TO) exists to monitor the service-
delivery activity and shape outcomes through staff reassignment, change in role, and other traditional types of rewards and sanctions about which people in the service-delivery activity care (box RS). When the service-delivery activity lies outside the government, such as a private child-care provider or private hospital, analogous traditional administrative government oversight (box TO) exists to monitor the service-delivery activity and shape outcomes through regulations, taxes, and other traditional types of oversight that yield rewards and sanctions (box RS).

- Users of the service-delivery activity (box SU), such as students or their parents, can affect its output directly by expressing their demands for quality and quantity of output. External factors (box EX)—factors beyond the control of the service-delivery activity or those overseeing it—can shape the ways in which the service-delivery activity’s outputs and approach to producing these outputs affect desired outcomes. For example, changes in the demographic community that a public school serves are largely beyond the direct control of the school and its government overseers. They can also shape the effects of overseers’ actions to change the behaviors of the service-delivery activity or its employees.

- Under traditional government oversight, various groups might be discontent with outcomes that can be associated with the service-delivery activity. With encouragement from constituents, including those who provide (such as teachers) (box SD) and use (such as students) (box SU) the services delivered, and with information on how the service-delivery activity operates (box SD) and what it produces (box OP), policymakers (box PM) might create (and then repeatedly update) a PBAS to improve outcomes associated with the service-delivery activity. The deliberations of these policymakers yield both high-level goals for outcomes (box GO) and a PBAS structure (box PS).

- In creating their PBAS structure, the policymakers and their planners might consider external factors beyond their control (box EX), and they might seek to integrate the PBAS plan with traditional administrative oversight of the service-delivery activity (box TO). For example, a school district could alter its promotion policies to reflect the incentive structure of a PBAS overseeing school performance in that district. This PBAS plan adds a new set of rules and guidelines in place at the beginning of a period of accountability.

- Over the course of a period of accountability, PBAS overseers implement the PBAS plan (box PO), working side by side with traditional administrative overseers (box TO). The oversight might be integrated, or the two parts might function separately, but, in either case, the oversight plan, including the PBAS plan, is communicated to the service-delivery activity (arrows TO->SD and PO->SD). They monitor performance in this activity and adjust policies through the course of the period in response to what they observe (arrows SD->TO, SD->PO, OP->TO, and OP->PO). For example, they could direct technical assistance to schools with lower attendance rates than planned.

- At the close of the period of accountability, the PBAS overseers collect information on relevant performance metrics (arrows SD->PO and OP->PO) and use the PBAS’s incentive structure to transform this information into a decision on rewards or sanctions. When the service-delivery activity occurs inside the government, they convey information on this decision to organizations and individuals associated with the service-delivery activity (box RS via arrow PO->RS). When the service delivery is private, they convey per-

---

17 As noted earlier, “side by side” need not imply that the PBAS and traditional administrative overseers work hand in hand. Knowing how well they coordinate their oversight is important to understanding the observed performance of the PBAS.
formance information to users of the service delivered (box SU via arrow PO->SU), who then adjust their level of demand for the service (via arrow SU->SD). The level of demand for the service affects what quantity and quality of outputs the service-delivery activity can justify producing (box SD). Given the costs in the service-delivery activity, the quantity and quality of outputs available for sale determine the activity’s level of profit (box RS via arrow OP->RS).

• When the service-delivery activity lies inside the government, decisions on budgets, roles and responsibility, promotions, compensation, and other factors not based on formal performance metrics usually flow from administrative oversight processes beyond the PBAS (box TO via arrow TO->RS). When the service-delivery activity lies outside the government, analogous decisions on regulatory compliance, taxes, and the like similarly flow from administrative oversight processes beyond the PBAS (box TO via arrow TO->RS). Meanwhile, subject to the influences of external factors beyond the control of the government or service-delivery activity, the activity’s approach to production and the service outputs and unintended consequences it produces under the influence of the PBAS ultimately affect outcomes relevant to citizens, taxpayers, and policymakers that are hard to link directly to the service-delivery activity (box OC).

• Policymakers (box PM) monitor the operation of the service-delivery activity under the PBAS (arrows SD->PM and OP->PM) and update the PBAS plan to improve the performance of the PBAS from one period of accountability to the next. For example, a state board of education (policymaker) might decide to adopt new achievement tests more aligned with state curriculum standards, which essentially alters the manner in which the PBAS defines student performance.

• Organizations and individuals in the service-delivery activity also monitor the immediate consequence of the PBAS for them and use what they learn during each period of accountability (arrow RS->SD) to adjust their responses to the PBAS in future periods of accountability. For example, teachers could assess whether the rewards they received at the end of the period were large enough to justify the level of effort they exerted during the period to achieve those rewards.

The appendix inventories, in a single table, the key items and relationships discussed here.
Our project has sought to understand the genesis, design, behavior, and performance of PBASs in five different sectors. We have sought to achieve this understanding by approaching individual PBASs and collecting and interpreting empirical information that was readily available about them. The framework in Chapter Two suggests five sets of basic questions to ask about each PBAS that we examined:

- How did the relevant service-delivery activity work before a PBAS existed?
- Why and how did the PBAS come into existence?
- What does the internal design of the PBAS look like? What is the basis for this design?
- How well does the PBAS work to bring performance in line with goals?
- Given the answers to these questions, what can be done to improve our understanding of the PBAS and so to improve its performance?

This chapter elaborates these questions and, drawing on what we learned about PBASs in the five sectors, clarifies what specific questions we found to be most helpful.

**How Did the Relevant Service-Delivery Activity Work Before a Performance-Based Accountability System Existed?**

We start our analysis of any PBAS by asking how the service-delivery activity looked before the PBAS existed and then ask how the creation and evolution of the PBAS has changed the service-delivery activity. When thinking about the situation before the PBAS existed, two sets of questions are important.

First, how did the service activity work? The questions that follow arise from the considerations highlighted in Figure 2.1 in Chapter Two. What services did it produce? Who consumed these services? How did it produce these services? What inputs did it consume itself in the production of the service in question? In the course of serving its users, did the activity produce things that had undesirable consequences? What factors beyond its control affected the activity’s ability to produce and deliver services? What consequences flowed from what this activity did that might interest government policymakers? As noted earlier, these elements of a production chain are the things that an engineer would associate with a process analysis, an economist would associate with a production function, and an evaluation specialist would associate with a logic model.
Second, what role did the government play in the provision of this service? The questions that follow address the things highlighted in Figure 2.2 in Chapter Two. Was the service simply subject to the laws that all activities must obey—tax laws, occupational and product safety laws, labor and civil rights laws, environmental laws, and so on? Or did the government play some role specific to the activity? For example, did it license providers or the employees that providers hired? Did it provide inputs directly to the activity? Did it buy services from the activity or pay for the products of the service in some other way—for example, through subsidies to the activity or to the activity’s customers, suppliers, or employees? Did the government actually organize and directly manage the activity? Did it apply unique regulations to the activity? Did it collect production or performance data on the activity? If so, how did the government use those data? Understanding how any of these government roles worked before the PBAS arrived is important, because a PBAS can displace many of these and, if it does not displace them, must coordinate its own oversight with such government roles.

Why and How Did the Performance-Based Accountability System Come into Existence?

The creation of a PBAS is a change in the status quo that typically takes considerable effort. It is natural to ask what precipitated this effort, who initiated this effort, how they designed and implemented the PBAS, and how implementation shaped the PBAS. It is also natural to ask how much they knew about how the service activity in question actually worked and how much experience they had with performance measurement and management. These are issues relevant to the considerations highlighted in Figure 2.3 in Chapter Two.

Did some specific large event—for example, an epidemic, disaster, or severe budget short-fall or impasse—reveal unexpected weaknesses in the governance arrangements of the status quo ante? Did success with something like a PBAS in one place motivate people elsewhere to try it? Did some growing body of knowledge, accurate or not, steadily provide evidence that change would be worthwhile, to remove a weakness or to exploit an opportunity?

Whatever the forces that initially suggested the desirability of a PBAS, who actually took the initiative to seek change? For example, did consumers of the product demand change? Did third-party professionals build an analytic case for change and bring this case into the public arena? Or was interest motivated primarily by ideological actors—for example, advocates of some form of “good government” or “the social good”? What stake did the service providers,
their employees, the unions of their employees, or their suppliers and business partners have in the creation of a PBAS? How did that stake affect their role in creating or opposing the PBAS? Did political or policy entrepreneurs play an important role in sensing support for change and building a coalition to make change possible?

When it became apparent that serious interest existed to create a PBAS, who actually participated in discussions about its design? How broad was participation in this discussion? What role did government officials already involved with the service activity—as regulators, suppliers, funders, managers, customers, or whatever—play in the creation? How much did these officials adjust their relationships with the service activity to promote the goals of the PBAS? If serious opposition to the PBAS existed, how did this opposition affect its goals and design? How strong a consensus emerged on the goals and likely effects of the PBAS?

How much did those involved in designing the PBAS know about how the service activity in question actually operated? Were they interested in changing specific practices within the service activity, presumably with the expectation that such changes would promote desirable outcomes? Or was their interest based entirely on what the activity delivered, in terms of valued outputs, or unintended effects, or cost? How much experience did they have with measuring performance or using performance measures to improve performance?

What change-management techniques did the parties seeking a PBAS use to implement it? Did they, for example, start with experiments, pilots, or a staged, incremental implementation and build on incremental successes to increase support for the PBAS? Or did they feel compelled to use or prefer rapid implementation to achieve broad, full effects quickly? What analysis did they conduct or consult? What methods did they use to communicate among themselves and with others monitoring the creation of the PBAS? Did they use formal training to prepare people for new roles in the PBAS? Did they rely on third-party specialists to facilitate the change? Did these techniques affect the ultimate goals, design, or performance of the PBAS in demonstrable ways?

What Does the Internal Design of the Performance-Based Accountability System Look Like? What Is the Basis for This Design?

The internal structure of a PBAS can change over time based on experience, but it will, by definition, always have two key elements: an incentive structure that it uses to motivate individuals or organizational units to change their behavior, and a set of performance measures that it uses to link its incentive structure to the realized performance of these individuals or organizati-
options. The incentive structure and performance measurement work together to define how a PBAS operates during a period of accountability, as highlighted in Figure 2.4 in Chapter Two. We expect the creators of a PBAS to choose its incentive structure and performance measures simultaneously and to adjust both over time to correct problems. For convenience, we discuss them in sequence, starting with the incentive structure a PBAS uses to motivate behavioral change.

A PBAS targets specific individuals or organizations to change their behavior and chooses incentives that are presumably well suited to affecting that behavior. How does a PBAS execute both of these tasks?

Who within the organization must change to achieve the policymakers’ goals? Presumably, a PBAS is created to influence behaviors within the service activity. The PBAS incentives could be targeted at different elements of the service-delivery activity: the organization that owns or directly controls the activity, some element within the activity—a subunit, smaller groups or teams, or individuals, such as managers or employees who execute specific tasks that the designers of the PBAS want to affect directly. When the services are complex and many people are involved, it can be difficult to associate responsibility for outputs with specific units, teams, or individuals. There are limits to the authority of individuals, teams, and even large units within a service provider. Logically, a PBAS should not ask individuals or organizations to change things that they cannot influence. Whom does the PBAS target? How do designers decide? To what extent does this decision depend on how much information designers have about how the service activity works internally?

For any organization or individual the PBAS targets, the designers must then choose an incentive to use. Does the PBAS operate by providing information about the service activity to its customers, with the expectation that the customers will change their consumption patterns and so induce the activity to change what service it provides? Does the PBAS link specific rewards or sanctions to specific things that an organization or individual does? If it uses this approach, what kind of rewards or sanctions does it emphasize? Does it prefer rewards or sanctions? Does it use monetary incentives—say, bonuses or fines or changes in budget levels or market share? Does it reward good performers with recognition and sanction poor performers with shame? Does it link the scope of responsibilities or the degree of flexibility granted to an organization or individual to measured performance? How about opportunities for training, promotion, or attractive employment positions for individuals? How strongly does a PBAS link any of these elements of an incentive structure to performance? How does a PBAS decide what combination of these to use in any situation?
A common concern is that many people working in service activities, particularly in the public sector, are intrinsically motivated and that extrinsic incentive structures, such as those described earlier, could be ineffective or even counterproductive by degrading or even displacing intrinsic motivation (Francois, 2000; Propper and Wilson, 2003). How do PBASs address this concern? A common response to poor performance is to add resources, technical assistance, or training to remove behaviors that lead to poor performance. In some circumstances, such a response can be perceived as rewarding failure. How do PBASs use additional assistance to mitigate sources of poor performance without creating a perception of rewards that might encourage persistent poor performance?

Any incentive structure seeking to link rewards and sanctions to performance must define and measure performance. In the framework we are using, a PBAS can define performance in terms of inputs, processes, or outputs. However, the impetus for adopting PBASs is usually to shift the emphasis of oversight toward outputs and things that are more closely related to desired outcomes. It can use thresholds, multiple categories, or continuous scales to measure performance defined in any particular way. It can benchmark performance across time or across comparable service activities or individuals. When benchmarking, it can “condition” (i.e., adjust) measures of performance to account for external factors beyond the control of the individual or organization that the PBAS seeks to incentivize. It can quantitatively aggregate measures into a single measure before applying incentives or use human judgment to weigh the importance of multiple elements of performance. It can use measures not linked to incentives to check whether incentivized measures induce unintended responses.

How does a PBAS decide what combination of these options to use to define and measure performance? How important is the availability or cost of a measure? How does the institutional context frame choices? How does the structure of the PBAS balance (1) a desire to align a measure with policymakers’ priorities with (2) the need to align the measure with factors that any individual or organization can actually influence? How does the structure of the PBAS balance (1) policymakers’ desire to change an individual or organization’s behavior with (2) that individual or organization’s ability to make changes that benefit itself more than the PBAS?

Ultimately, we want to ask what combinations of incentive structures and performance measures work best and are most cost-effective. The discussion in Chapter Two strongly suggests that different combinations are likely to be best in different settings. Knowing that, two questions come to mind. First, can we identify any principles that help us understand why combinations of incentive structures and performance measures vary systematically from one type of PBAS to another? Second, can we identify any empirical information on how incremental changes in elements of the incentive structure or performance measures used in any specific PBAS affect the performance of the PBAS itself? Developing defensible insights of either kind will be difficult. If we can apply some analog for the empirical analysis of institutional choices that persist in competitive private-sector settings, it will likely be easier to develop insights of the first type than of the second.1

---

1 When activities operate in competitive settings where they can easily be displaced, it is reasonable to expect that institutional choices that they make persist only if the choices support the activities’ survival. In this setting, it is reasonable to expect that institutional choices that persist are well suited to the environments in which they persist. Masten (2000), for example, surveys the empirical literature on choices in contractual design that persist in such a setting. Camm, Bartis, and Bushman (2008, pp. 3–5) present a set of principles drawn from information of this kind. By analogy, to what extent can
How Well Does the Performance-Based Accountability System Work?

Ultimately, we seek empirical information on the cost-effectiveness of PBASs and factors that affect their cost-effectiveness. The total system of relationships shown in Figure 2.5 in Chapter Two provides the analytic framework for understanding how all aspects of the PBAS work together, in its environment, to transform policymakers’ goals into realized outcomes that interest them. Two different approaches are available. The first examines perceptions; the second tries to develop quantitative evaluation accounts and compare cost and benefits. The first is far easier but ultimately less reliable than the second.

Surveys can measure beliefs about the desirability of PBASs and about things that affect their desirability. Many broad surveys are available on the use of performance measurement and performance-based management.2 Are more targeted and, with luck, more detailed surveys available on the use of PBASs in particular sectors? If so, what do they tell us about how different types of stakeholders perceive different types of PBASs in different settings? To what degree have PBASs realized the goals they set for themselves when initiated? If they have not realized those goals, have they been worth the effort? Do they offer a useful path to cost-effective improvement in the future? Considering all of these questions, do they offer usable lessons learned on the initiation, implementation, and refinement of PBASs?

A more rigorous, challenging—and valuable—analysis would ask for more direct evidence of success. What did it cost, in terms of measurable resources and the focus of key senior policymakers, to initiate and implement a PBAS? How easy has it been for the PBAS to learn from its experience and refine its approach? To date, to what degree has a PBAS changed the behavior of the individuals or organizations that it targeted? Have these behavioral changes had the qualitative effects intended? What effects have these behavioral changes had on measurable valued outputs, unintended effects, and costs? Given prevailing beliefs about how the outputs of a PBAS ultimately affect the outcomes about which policymakers care, what effects we argue that designs of PBASs that appear to dominate in particular types of settings are well suited—cost-effective—in those settings?

---

2 See Abramson and Kamensky (2001); Brudney, Hebert, and Wright (1999); Burgess and Metcalfe (1999); Ferlie (1998); Kettl (1998); Kettl and Delulio (1995); Lynn (2006); Moon and deLeon (2001); Moynihan (2006); National Academy of Public Administration and Financial Accounting Foundation (1997); Osborne and Gaebler (1993); Poister and Streib (1999); Radin (2003); Sterck (2007); Thompson (2002); and Wang (2002) for selected examples.
Empirical Questions to Ask When Studying a Performance-Based Accountability System

What Can Be Done to Improve Our Understanding of the Performance-Based Accountability System and to Improve Its Performance?

The questions outlined in the previous section provide a simple framework for organizing and interpreting empirical information available on PBASs in the five sectors that we examine. Gaps in such information point to two kinds of analytic opportunities. First, where information is missing on an individual PBAS, these gaps suggest what information the PBAS or its evaluators can develop to help assess the PBAS’s own performance and to help the PBAS refine its design and implementation to improve that performance. Where such information is missing for multiple PBASs and across sectors, these gaps suggest the basis for a broader program of empirical public policy analysis to improve our understanding of how PBASs come into being, how they work in practice, and what factors contribute most to their success in realizing their goals. Our organization of available empirical information in our five sectors ultimately allowed us to identify the potential for developing new information that could be used in either way.

Our analysis revealed a relative dearth of empirical answers to the questions posed in the previous section. That finding naturally pointed to the potential for additional work that could move in either of two directions. The first would seek to identify why so little empirical analysis is available and what can be done to rectify that. Do PBASs simply prefer not to expose themselves to the kind of evaluation that they apply to others? Do they lack the political motivation, analytic capabilities, or resources to evaluate themselves? Could others take on this responsibility if appropriate resources were available?

The second direction would look at remaining questions that empirical analysis might help answer to improve the performance of specific PBASs and to improve our broader understanding about when and how to use PBASs to improve performance. This second direction should lead to the identification of empirical analytic methods best suited to use to improve individual PBASs and to improve our broader application of PBASs. Simpler methods might provide the best support for pilots, incremental implementation, and the refinement of a PBAS.

Example of Long-Term Analysis and Development: PHEP

Performance metrics are under development that could, in the future, be used to measure the quality of state and local PHEP programs—programs that create infrastructure and relationships, develop plans, and train personnel so that public health agencies will be prepared to respond effectively to large-scale emergencies, such as hurricanes, epidemics, and terrorist attacks. In the future, some of these metrics could be used in a PBAS that allocates federal support to such programs, support positively tied to higher performance scores. PHEP metrics that might serve this new role remain immature. Various PHEP programs have developed large suites of performance metrics for as long as the programs have existed, but this is a new application. Among other things, it requires careful attention to standardization to ensure equitable treatment of all governments affected. Ultimately unsuccessful efforts to do something similar to support the allocation of resources among public transit districts illustrate how challenging this will be. The potential exists for PHEP to learn from PBASs from other sectors; the challenge lies in understanding the factors underlying the design of metrics in other settings and then adapting them appropriately for application in the PHEP setting. Opportunities also exist to assess and disarm barriers to developing new PHEP metrics, building evaluation activities into ongoing PHEP programs explicitly designed to support the design of these new metrics, and building the analytic capabilities within PHEP activities to apply the analytic tools most appropriate to the design and assessment of these new metrics, whatever those tools might be.
Potentially very complex methods could be used in longer-term studies seeking to untangle the complexities outlined in Chapter Two and latent in many of the questions listed in this chapter.
Interest continues in performance-based public management around the world. So does the paucity of empirical evidence on the actual effects of such management. This report describes the framework we used to organize readily available empirical information on one form of performance-based management—what we refer to as a PBAS. Such a system identifies organizations or individuals who must change their behavior for the performance of an activity to improve, chooses an implicit or explicit incentive structure to motivate these organizations or individuals to change, and then chooses performance measures tailored to inform the incentive structure appropriately. Such systems are pervasive but still maturing.

This report describes how we organized and interpreted readily available empirical information on PBASs in the child-care, education, health-care, PHEP, and transportation sectors, mainly in the United States. We organized this information around questions that fall into five categories:

- How did the relevant service-delivery activity work before a PBAS existed?
- Why and how did the PBAS come into existence?
- What does the internal design of the PBAS look like? What is the basis for this design?
- How well does the PBAS work?
- Given the answers to these questions, what can be done to improve our understanding of the PBAS and so to improve its performance?

Looking forward, analysts could use the questions identified here to seek empirical information in other sectors and other parts of the world. Additional empirical information could help refine existing PBASs and, more broadly, improve decisions on where to initiate new PBASs, how to implement them, and then how to design, manage, and refine them over time.
APPENDIX

Inventory of Key Elements Relevant to How a Performance-Based Accountability System Works

Table A.1 summarizes the elements and relationships described in Chapter Two. The boxes and arrows referenced in the table correspond to the boxes and arrows shown in Figures 2.1 through 2.5 in that chapter. Bracketed numbers 1 through 5 shown in the description of each object of interest refer to the figures in which the text in Chapter Two refers directly to an object of interest.

Table A.1
Key Elements Relevant to How a Performance-Based Accountability System Works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>What It Represents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box PM</td>
<td>Policymakers work together at various levels in what is potentially a multijurisdictional system to create a PBAS. Over time, they work together to adjust the PBAS repeatedly [3, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PM-&gt;GO</td>
<td>Policymakers adjust their high-level goals to govern the PBAS and its relationship with traditional oversight [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PM-&gt;PS</td>
<td>Policymakers direct creation of a plan for the structure of the PBAS [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box GO</td>
<td>Policymakers finalize their high-level goals [2, 3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow GO-&gt;PS</td>
<td>High-level policymaker goals frame their plan for the structure of a PBAS [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow GO-&gt;TO</td>
<td>High-level policymaker goals frame traditional oversight. Introduction of a PBAS can change the goals relevant to traditional oversight or affect how traditional oversight interprets the goals stated in the past [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow GO-&gt;SD</td>
<td>Service-delivery activity is aware of high-level policymaker goals. For a nongovernmental PBAS, the service-delivery activity might be aware of the goals of the PBAS and of high-level government goals. These goals could be conveyed by twin arrows from potentially competing sets of goals [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box PS</td>
<td>Planning for the structure of the PBAS defines how high-level policymakers want it to work over the course of a future period of accountability. Planning covers the definition of performance metrics, measures, incentive structures, and adjustments of traditional government oversight activities, especially the delegation of authority on how to run the service-delivery activity [3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PS-&gt;TO</td>
<td>Planning for the structure of the PBAS interacts with planning for other elements of government oversight of the service-delivery activity. This complements arrow TO-&gt;PS. Arrow PS-&gt;TO is likely to be absent for a nongovernmental PBAS [interaction among officials, offices].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PS-&gt;PO</td>
<td>Planners convey the structure of the PBAS to direct overseers. Direct overseers adjust the structure to reflect their own priorities and understanding of the structure [guidance, interpretation of guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box EX</td>
<td>External factors beyond the control of the government and the service-delivery activity can affect its operation and performance. The government and service-delivery activity can predict the effects of some external factors; some effects are complete surprises to them [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A.1—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>What It Represents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrow EX-&gt;PS</td>
<td>External factors affect planning for the structure of the PBAS [substantive effects, information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow EX-&gt;TO</td>
<td>External factors affect planning for other elements of government oversight of the service-delivery activity. Direct overseers beyond the PBAS track the status of external factors and use this information to manage the service-delivery activity during the period of accountability [substantive effects, information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow EX-&gt;IN</td>
<td>External factors affect the availability of inputs to be conveyed to the service-delivery activity [substantive effects].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow EX-&gt;PO</td>
<td>Direct overseers in the PBAS track the status of external factors and use this information to manage the service-delivery activity during the period of accountability and to calculate rewards and sanctions in explicit incentive structures [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow EX-&gt;SD</td>
<td>External factors affect the service-delivery activity's ability to produce outputs [substantive effects].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow EX-&gt;OC</td>
<td>External factors affect how service outputs are ultimately transformed into outcomes relevant to policymakers [substantive effects].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box TO</td>
<td>Planning for and execution of elements of government oversight of the service-delivery activity beyond the PBAS. This includes rules and regulations, standard budgeting systems, standard personnel-management and compensation systems, standard operating procedures, cultural and professional norms, and moral suasion [2, 3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow TO-&gt;PS</td>
<td>Planning for other elements of government oversight of the service-delivery activity interacts with planning for the structure of the PBAS. This complements arrow PS-&gt;TO [interaction among officials, offices].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow TO-&gt;IN</td>
<td>Direct overseers beyond the PBAS decide what inputs to deliver to the service-delivery activity [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow TO-&gt;PO</td>
<td>Direct overseers of the service-delivery activity beyond the PBAS interact with direct overseers within the PBAS. This complements arrow PO-&gt;TO. Arrows TO-&gt;PO and PO-&gt;TO might interact within an integrated government office that implements the PBAS and all other direct government oversight of the service-delivery activity [interaction among officials, offices].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow TO-&gt;SD</td>
<td>Direct overseers beyond the PBAS provide policy guidance to the service-delivery activity, including information on the incentive structure that exists beyond the PBAS. This complements the flow of information in arrow SD-&gt;TO [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow TO-&gt;RS</td>
<td>Direct overseers beyond the PBAS monitor the service-delivery activity and use their own incentive structures to translate what they observe into rewards and sanctions for decisionmakers within the service-delivery activity [e.g., promotions, compensation, training, future opportunities].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box IN</td>
<td>Inputs from outside the service-delivery activity can be available for its use [1, 2, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow IN-&gt;SD</td>
<td>Inputs are delivered to the service-delivery activity. These include any physical, service, information, or financial resources that the activity might employ with its own assets to produce and deliver its own outputs [substantive resource flows].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box PO</td>
<td>The PBAS provides for direct oversight of the service-delivery activity [3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PO-&gt;PM</td>
<td>Policymakers can monitor the processes used by the direct overseers within the PBAS during any period of performance to assess whether they should adjust their guidance in the future [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PO-&gt;TO</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS interact with direct overseers of the service-delivery activity beyond the PBAS. This complements arrow TO-&gt;PO. Arrows TO-&gt;PO and PO-&gt;TO might interact within an integrated government office that implements the PBAS and all other direct government oversight of the service-delivery activity [interaction among officials, offices].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PO-&gt;IN</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS can potentially direct the delivery of services, such as technical assistance or training related to the PBAS, to the service-delivery activity [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>What It Represents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PO-&gt;SU</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS monitor the service-delivery activity and use the PBAS's implicit incentive structure to translate what they observe into performance information provided to users of the output of the service-delivery activity [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PO-&gt;SD</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS provide policy guidance to the service-delivery activity, including information on the PBAS incentive structure. This complements the flow of information in arrow SD-&gt;PO [guidance].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow PO-&gt;RS</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS monitor the service-delivery activity and use the PBAS's explicit incentive structure to translate what they observe into rewards and sanctions for decisionmakers within the service-delivery activity. Actual delivery of rewards and sanctions might occur through transitional oversight activities [e.g., promotions, compensation, training, future opportunities].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box SU</td>
<td>Parties outside the service-delivery activity use its output [2, 3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow SU-&gt;PM</td>
<td>Information from users of the output of the service-delivery activity that is provided to or collected by policymakers. This information might flow through multiple channels, all summarized for simplicity by a single arrow [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow SU-&gt;SD</td>
<td>Users' expressed demand for the output of the service-delivery activity. When the activity sells its output, this demand helps determine the revenue earned by the service-delivery activity [information, money].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box SD</td>
<td>The service-delivery activity transforms inputs into outputs in the face of uncertainties and factors beyond its control, under the guidance it receives from direct government overseers inside and outside the PBAS [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow SD-&gt;PM</td>
<td>Policymakers collect information from within the service-delivery activity or receive it by other means. This information might flow through multiple channels, all summarized for simplicity by a single arrow [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow SD-&gt;TO</td>
<td>Direct overseers beyond the PBAS collect information on how the service-delivery activity operates. This complements the flow of guidance in arrow TO-&gt;SD [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow SD-&gt;PO</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS collect information on how the service-delivery activity operates. This complements the flow of guidance in arrow PO-&gt;SD [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow SD-&gt;OP</td>
<td>The service-delivery activity produces output with observable quantity, quality, and cost [substantive resource flows, effects].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box OP</td>
<td>The output of service-delivery activity can be characterized in terms of its quantity, quality, and cost. This output includes unintended or unanticipated effects [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow OP-&gt;PM</td>
<td>Policymakers collect information on the output of the service-delivery activity or receive it by other means. This information might flow through multiple channels, all summarized for simplicity by a single arrow [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow OP-&gt;TO</td>
<td>Direct overseers outside the PBAS collect information on the output of the service-delivery activity [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow OP-&gt;PO</td>
<td>Direct overseers within the PBAS collect information on the output of the service-delivery activity [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow OP-&gt;RS</td>
<td>When the service-delivery activity sells its output, the quantity, quality, and costs of output affect the activity’s net revenue, directly affecting the rewards or sanctions that it experiences, regardless of government decisions on rewards or sanctions [money].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow OP-&gt;OC</td>
<td>Output flows from service-delivery activity ultimately generate outcomes relevant to policymakers that cannot be directly linked to the service-delivery activity [substantive resource flows, effects].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box RS</td>
<td>Rewards and sanctions accrue over the period of performance for decisionmakers in the service-delivery activity [2, 4, 5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>What It Represents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow RS-&gt;SD</td>
<td>Decisionmakers in the service-delivery activity observe the rewards and sanctions their decisions yield in one period of accountability and use this information to shape their decisions in future periods of accountability [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrow RS-&gt;PO</td>
<td>PBAS overseers monitor the rewards and sanctions that their decisions yield in any period of performance to learn how they should adjust their decisions in the future to achieve the results they desire [information].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box OC</td>
<td>Outcomes relevant to policymakers accrue but cannot easily be directly linked to the service-delivery activity [1, 5].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lean production. A systematic approach to process improvement that (1) identifies all steps in the process used to generate some output, (2) eliminates steps that “add no value” relevant to the output, and (3) increases the value that other steps provide. It was most clearly described from a Western perspective in Womack, Jones, and Roos (1991) and derives from the production system developed at Toyota.

new public management. An approach that seeks to emulate private-sector practices by (1) treating beneficiaries of public programs as customers, (2) highlighting what products these customers want, and (3) using competition among potential sources (public or private) and other innovative forms of motivation to improve how agencies provide the products customers want.

quality-based management. A family of formal methods that (1) clarify what customers want, (2) define all the processes used to provide what customers want, and (3) continuously improve understanding of what customers want and the cost-effectiveness of the processes that provide what customers want. These methods always address cost and effectiveness from a total-system point of view, not that of any individual process.

performance-based accountability system (PBAS). A term we offer for a formal system that improves accountability in a service activity by combining performance measurement in that activity with a well-defined mechanism that rewards good performance or sanctions poor performance in the activity.

performance-based management. Organizational management that is formally informed by performance measures that can potentially help relevant decisionmakers, inside or outside a public- or private-sector organization, to make informed decisions that improve performance in that organization.

performance budgeting. A performance-based accountability system that rewards a government agency that demonstrates good measured performance by increasing its budget and sanctions a government agency that demonstrates poor measured performance by reducing its budget.

performance measurement. Formal use of well-defined qualitative or quantitative, empirically based metrics to track the performance of an activity or organization over time or compare the performance of different activities or organizations at any point in time.

reinventing government. A set of practices described in Osborne and Gaebler (1993) that governments have used to encourage entrepreneurial innovation in government activities at all levels.
**Six Sigma.** A formal set of tools based on statistical decision theory, first developed and applied at Motorola, that help reduce the variability of outputs in a production process and thereby continuously reduce the defect rate associated with that production process.
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